Just Say No... To Bullying
By: Devin M.
On Monday a week before Spring Break, Sheldon(the new kid) was bullied by two kids Steve
and Jesse two students from Van Att Middle School. The school`s most strict teacher
(Mrs.Elizbeth) came outside to the playground and saw what was happening so she sent James
and Steve to detention.Matthew the outsider stands and watches as Sheldon leaves and cries.
“Hey I saw you getting bullied”said Matthew Well why didn`t you help me”! Before Matthew
could say anything the ball had rang.
The two boys headed to their class.As Sheldon walks in the classroom his teacher Mrs.Grandell
calls Sheldon over to her desk.She asked him would like to lead the class on the way to the
Musuem.Sheldon said yes and felt like he was a rolemodel.On Tuesday,every class arrived at the
Museum pretty early.While Sheldon was giving out rules Steve and Jesse started to chat behind his
back.
Sheldon asked them nicely to be quiet but they both refuse. Sheldon marks them down on the
conduct she. Jesse gets very angry and starts to punch Sheldon. Later,Sheldon came at the school
with a bloody nose. Matthew asks questions but Sheldon ignores.After the trip everyone was back
in class.Everything was quiet until Jesse yelled “hey everyone lets throw stuff”! Sheldon was
watching as everyone throw chairs,books,and even desks. “Hey come on join us”said Matthew but
Sheldon refuses. “What`s wrong” asked Matthew but Sheldon refused to answer Matthew found a
way to cheer up Sheldon he pulled out two Walt Disney World Studios tickets and Sheldon glazed
with happiness.On Thursday,Sheldon and Matthew stepped off the plane to the left of them was an
aladdin genie lamp.
Suddenly, Steve and Jesse spots Matthew and Sheldon in the front of the line.
But Matthew and Sheldon were chatting they didn`t even notice that Steve and Jesse were there
“Who`s going next”? Asked the lamp seller “i`m next” said Jesse he rubbed the lamp but their was
no luck.
“Who`s going now” said the lampseller “I am” said Sheldon. Jesse and Steve watched carefully As
Sheldon rubbed the lamp.Suddenly smoke comes out and the huge aladdin genie rises sky high.
Sheldon had three wishes. His first wish was to ride any ride,his second wish was to ride in both the
aladdin parade and cinderella parade.As Matthew laughs with Princess Snow White Sheldon spots
Jesse. Jesse can see the two and tries to bully both.
But before can
Jesse can bully them Matthew steps up and tells Jesse what he did wrong.Jesse starts to feel sad for
him self and apologizes.Matthew thinks its ok and says “all you have to do is not be a bully” “but
I don`t know how”said Jesse.
“Just Say No To Bullying”said
Matthew,Snow White comes over and asks what is Sheldon`s 3rd wish.And wishes for
Jesse,Steve,and Matthew to ride in the last parade.They all ride the last parade and become Best
friends forever.The End.

